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Abstract We propose a comprehensive explanation for
gender differences in responses to supportive communication
grounded in a dual-process theory of communication out-
comes. Two studies confirmed consistent gender differences
in responses by US college students to supportive communi-
cation and assessed the mediating effects of an ability factor
(cognitive complexity) and two motivational factors (expres-
sive and instrumental orientations) on situation elaboration
and message evaluation. Study 1 focused on everyday
comforting contexts (N=318), whereas Study 2 focused on
bereavement (N=103). Both studies found that cognitive
complexitymediated gender differences in situation elaboration
and further found that cognitive complexity and expressive
orientation collectively mediated gender differences in evalu-
ative responses to supportive messages. Theoretical and
pragmatic implications of the results are discussed.
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Introduction

Gender differences in responses to supportive communication
are common across age groups, ethnic groups, and even
nationalities. For example, studies of US college students and
married adults have found that women place a higher value on
the supportive communication skills of their friends and
partners than do men (Burleson et al. 1996; MacGeorge et al.
2003). Yet, despite the value they place on others’ supportive
skills (or, perhaps, because of this) numerous studies (see
review by Cutrona 1996) indicate that women are less
satisfied with the support they receive than are men; this is
especially true in marital relationships (Acitelli and Antonucci
1994), including those for both Americans and Chinese (Xu
and Burleson 2001), but is even prevalent in early
adolescence (Shirk et al. 1997).

Intriguingly, studies in the US have found that women’s
evaluations of supportive interactions with their spouses are
more influenced by the content of the interaction (i.e., the
messages) than are men’s evaluations of supportive interac-
tions with their spouses (Carels and Baucom 1999; Cutrona
and Suhr 1994). Consistent with these findings, considerable
research indicates that women discriminate more sharply
than do men between better and worse efforts to provide
emotional support. Specifically, US college women evaluate
sophisticated, sensitive support efforts as more helpful than
do men and further evaluate unsophisticated, insensitive
support efforts as less helpful than do men (e.g., Kunkel and
Burleson 1999). This particular gender difference has also
been found in samples of US children, adolescents, and adults
(Clark et al. 2008; Jones and Burleson 1997; Servaty-Seib
and Burleson 2007), as well as in multiple US ethnic groups
(Samter et al. 1997), and in samples of both sojourning and
domestic Chinese (Burleson et al. 2006; Burleson and
Mortenson 2003).
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Why do these specific differences exist in men’s and
women’s responses to supportive messages? And what do
these differences tell us about what men and women know
and feel about supportive communication? Surprisingly, a
convincing, comprehensive explanation for these differ-
ences has yet to be presented. Yet, gender differences in
responses to better and worse support messages may
hold important clues about how people process the sup-
portive messages they receive, and may help explain why
men and women often differentially benefit from social
support.

The present article proposes and tests a comprehensive
explanation for gender differences in responses to supportive
communication that is grounded in a dual-process theory of
supportive message outcomes. Dual-process theories assert
that the impact of messages varies as a function of the extent to
which these messages are cognitively processed by their
recipients; in turn, processing of messages varies as a function
of the recipient’s motivation and ability to attend to these
messages (Moskowitz et al. 1999). Guided by the dual-
process logic, Bodie and Burleson (2008) recently proposed
that gender differences in responses to supportive messages
(including both the elaboration and evaluation of these
messages) are a function of women being (a) more
cognitively complex than men (which should enhance their
ability to process these messages) and (b) more expressive
and less instrumental than men (which should enhance their
motivation to process these messages). We report two studies
testing this account; in one study participants thought about
and evaluated comforting messages relevant to a realistic, but
hypothetical everyday emotional upset, whereas in the
second study participants recalled a recent bereavement
experience and evaluated the quality of different supportive
messages intended to help them cope with their grief. In both
studies, analyses centered on the extent to which the ability
and motivational factors suggested by the dual-process
theory mediated gender differences in participants’ responses
to the supportive situations and messages. These studies, and
the theory they were designed to test, aim to provide a
comprehensive understanding of gender differences in
responses to supportive messages, as well as explain how
people generally process supportive messages in various
circumstances.

Gender Differences and Supportive Communication

Although the support that people receive from members of
their social networks occasionally has undesirable outcomes
(La Gaipa 1990), for the most part received social support
has numerous positive outcomes, including improved affect
(Jones 2004), enhanced ability to cope with stress (Thoits
1986), more satisfying interpersonal relationships (Burleson

1990), and even better health (Wills and Fegan 2001).
Research indicates that both men and women seek support
from members of their social networks, value the supportive
skills of their network members, and benefit from the support
they receive (Goldsmith 2004). However, there is substantial
evidence that members of the two genders respond at least
somewhat differently to various types of social support. As
noted at the outset of this article, women are less satisfied
with the support they receive than are men and may benefit
more from supportive interactions than do men (e.g., Acitelli
and Antonucci 1994). Moreover, in US married couples,
women’s satisfaction with supportive interactions appears to
be more influenced than does men’s by the quality of
supportive messages (e.g., Cutrona and Suhr 1994). In
particular, studies have found gender differences in responses
to comforting messages that vary in person centeredness (see
review by Burleson and Kunkel 2006).

Person centeredness pertains to the extent to which
messages explicitly acknowledge, elaborate, legitimize,
and contextualize the feelings and perspective of a
distressed other (Burleson 1994). Thus, messages that
exhibit low person centeredness (LPC) deny the other’s
feelings and perspective by criticizing or challenging
their legitimacy, or by telling the other how he or she
should act and feel. Moderately person-centered (MPC)
comforting messages afford an implicit recognition of
the other’s feelings by attempting to distract the other’s
attention from the troubling situation, offering expres-
sions of sympathy and condolence, or presenting
explanations of the situation that are intended to reduce
the other’s distress. Highly person-centered (HPC)
comforting messages explicitly recognize and legitimize
the other’s feelings, articulate those feelings, elaborate
reasons for those feelings, and explore how those
feelings fit within a broader context.

Numerous studies have found that messages higher in
person centeredness have more desirable outcomes than
messages lower in person centeredness (see review by
Burleson 2003). Given the effectiveness of HPC messages,
it is important to underscore that both men and women
evaluate and respond more positively to HPC comforting
messages than to LPC messages (see Burleson and Kunkel
2006); however, studies with US college students have also
found that women respond somewhat more favorably to
HPC messages than do men, whereas men respond
somewhat more favorably to LPC messages than do women
(e.g., Kunkel and Burleson 1999; MacGeorge et al. 2004).
As noted previously, there is evidence that this pattern of
gender differences in responses to supportive messages is
widespread, existing in multiple American ethnic groups
(Samter et al. 1997), as well as other cultures, such as
China (Burleson and Mortenson 2003).
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A Dual-Process Approach to Explaining Gender
Differences in Responses to Supportive Messages

A variety of explanations for gender differences in responses
to supportive communication have been proposed, but most of
these explanations are flawed or fragmentary (or both). For
example, the so-called gender cultures approach (Tannen
1990; Wood 1996) provides a comprehensive explanation for
gender differences in responses to supportive communica-
tion, but numerous tests of hypotheses derived from this
approach have repeatedly failed to receive empirical support
(see MacGeorge et al. 2004). Other explanatory accounts for
gender differences in responses to supportive communication
are fragmentary, typically focusing on the mediating effects
of one particular variable (Day and Livingstone 2003;
Flaherty and Richman 1989).

Efforts to explain gender differences in responses to
supportive communication are important for several theo-
retical and pragmatic reasons. First, identifying the factors
that explain (i.e., mediate) gender differences in responses
to supportive messages should deepen our theoretical
understanding of how and why these messages generally
affect people in the ways they do, and at least sometimes
have variable effects for different types of people. Second,
identifying mediators of gender differences in responses to
supportive messages may contribute to the development of
integrative theories that apply to both the production and
processing of these messages. Extant theories that explain
gender differences in the production of supportive mes-
sages emphasize either differential abilities or differential
motivational orientations of men and women (see Mac-
George et al. 2003). Determining the extent to which ability
and motivational factors influence the processing of
supportive messages may help solve these “either/or”
theoretical disputes and provide an integrative framework
that includes gender, individual differences, and both
message production and processing. Third, the factors that
explain gender differences may also explain other demo-
graphic and cultural differences in responses to supportive
communication, thereby contributing to a more general
theory of supportive message processing. Pragmatically,
understanding the underlying character of gender differ-
ences in supportive message processing and outcomes may
lead to improved interventions designed to enhance skills
related to both giving and receiving quality support. For
example, identifying the factors that underlie women’s
sensitivity to supportive communication could inform
decisions about whether communication pedagogy and
training should emphasize the development of social-
cognitive abilities (e.g., information processing capacity
and strategies) or motivational orientations (e.g., interper-
sonal values).

Bodie and Burleson (2008) recently proposed a compre-
hensive explanation for gender differences (as well as other
demographic, personality, and situational differences) in
responses to supportive messages. In their dual-process
theory of supportive message outcomes, these authors
suggest that demographic, personality, and situational
differences in responses to support are a function of how
extensively supportive messages are processed by different
people on different occasions. In general, dual-process
accounts of message outcomes maintain that (a) the effects
of messages vary as a function of the amount of scrutiny or
elaboration they are given by recipients, with message
content having the strongest effect on outcomes when
messages are scrutinized extensively, (b) multiple factors
influence the amount of scrutiny or thought that people give
to the messages they receive on particular occasions, and
(c) when message content receives little scrutiny, other
factors (such as cognitive heuristics tied to environmental
cues) may influence outcomes.

Specifically with regard to gender differences, Bodie and
Burleson (2008) speculate that women typically process
support situations and supportive messages more exten-
sively (i.e., elaborately, thoughtfully) than do men, with this
greater processing resulting in women discriminating more
sharply than men among better and worse message forms
(e.g., LPC vs. HPC comforting messages). Petty and
Wegener (1998, p. 328) observe that “perhaps the most
popular procedure . . . to gauge the extent of message
processing” involves varying the quality of experimental
messages and then assessing the size of the message ef-
fect on dependent variables; larger message effects signal
more extensive processing. Thus, one way to measure
the message quality effect for supportive messages in-
volves having people evaluate both low quality (i.e.,
LPC) and high quality (i.e., HPC) messages. A message
quality discrimination index can be generated from these
data by computing the difference between individuals’
evaluations of high quality and low quality messages
(i.e., HPC — LPC = message quality discrimination).
Greater discrimination between low and high quality sup-
portive messages signals more extensive processing. In
conjunction with previous findings about gender differ-
ences in responses to supportive messages that vary in
person centeredness (see review by Burleson and Kunkel
2006), this suggests two hypotheses, one pertaining to
extent of elaboration and one pertaining to message
evaluations:

H1: Women will engage in more extensive elaboration
about support situations than will men.

H2: Women will discriminate more sharply among better
and worse supportive messages than will men.
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Gender Differences in Message Processing Motivation
and Ability

Although Bodie and Burleson’s (2008) account of gender
differences in responses to supportive communication is
intriguing, it lacks both detail and direct empirical support.
Thus, the present research was undertaken in the effort to
further elaborate and empirically test a dual-process
theoretical analysis of gender differences in responses to
supportive messages.

If women generally process supportive messages
more extensively than men, they do so, according to
the logic of dual-process theories, because they are
chronically more able and/or more motivated to think
about support situations and messages than men. That
is, dual-process theories maintain that processing depth
is a function of the individual’s capacity (ability) to
think systematically about relevant information, as well
as the individual’s desire (motivation) to think about
that information (see Moskowitz et al. 1999). Although
processing ability and motivation can vary as a function of
situational factors (e.g., the personal relevance of a
particular situation, the presence of distracting environ-
mental stimuli), gender differences in responses to
supportive communication are quite stable, suggesting
that these differences stem from underlying individual
differences in processing ability and/or motivation. Thus,
the question becomes: What specific individual differ-
ences in ability and motivation account for gender effects
in the outcomes of supportive messages? And do gender
differences in the processing of support situations and
messages stem primarily from underlying differences in
ability or motivation?

If a variable is to explain (i.e., mediate) gender differ-
ences in responses to supportive messages, it must be
associated with both responses to these messages and with
gender (Baron and Kenny 1986). Although there is
potentially an indefinite number of variables that could
meet these requirements, currently there are only a limited
number of variables that actually fulfill them.

One ability-related factor with the potential to explain
gender differences in responses to support situations and
messages is interpersonal cognitive complexity, a stable
individual difference in the ability to represent and process
social information, including messages. Cognitive com-
plexity is conceptualized as a domain-specific attribute
(see Burleson and Caplan 1998); hence, certain individu-
als may be highly complex cognitively in the interpersonal
domain but comparatively simple with respect to phenom-
enal domains such as automobiles, house plants, etc.
People who are comparatively cognitively complex in the
interpersonal domain have more differentiated, abstract,
and organized constructs (or cognitive schemes) for

processing social information and, thus, have more
advanced social perception skills than do less complex
perceivers (Crockett 1965). Complex social perceivers are
better able to recognize and understand the emotional
states of others, integrate information about others into
stable interpersonal impressions, learn complex social
structures, and “take” (i.e., infer) the perspectives of
others (see review by Burleson and Caplan 1998). Further,
considerable research indicates that cognitive complexity
is positively associated with the ability to generate
sophisticated, helpful support messages, as well as with
deeply processing these messages so as to get the most out
of them (see Burleson and Caplan 1998; Coopman 1997).
In addition, studies of both US college students and older
adults have found that women, as a group, are more
cognitively complex than men (e.g., Woods 1998).
Moreover, one recent study of US college women found
that individual differences in cognitive complexity medi-
ated gender differences in the production of person-
centered comforting messages (Samter 2002). Together,
these findings suggest the following hypotheses:

H3: Women will have higher levels of interpersonal
cognitive complexity than will men.

H4: Individual differences in cognitive complexity will
mediate the effects of gender on (a) the extent of
elaboration about supportive situations and (b) the
extent of discrimination between LPC and HPC
messages with regard to their perceived helpfulness.

A set of motivationally related factors with the potential
to explain gender differences in responses to supportive
messages includes expressive and instrumental orienta-
tions. High expressives believe themselves to be emotional,
kind, warm, gentle, and sensitive to the feelings of others;
high instrumentals consider themselves to be independent,
active, decisive, confident, and persistent (Spence and
Helmreich 1978). Expressive and instrumental orientations
can be conceptualized as general or chronic motives; these
orientations not only reflect how people see themselves but
how they choose to act in a range of social situations
(Spence and Buckner 1995). In contemporary American
society, an expressive orientation is often associated with
femininity; an instrumental orientation is typically linked
with masculinity (Prentice and Carranza 2002; Spence and
Buckner 1995), though men and women vary in their self-
perceived degrees of expressiveness and instrumentality.
Not surprisingly, gender differences in these two orienta-
tions have been widely reported, with women viewing
themselves as more expressive than men, and men seeing
themselves as more instrumental than women (see review
by Feingold 1994). Numerous studies link expressive and
instrumental orientations to diverse aspects of supportive
behavior (e.g., Belansky and Boggiano 1994). Specifically,
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studies of US college students (Burleson 2008, Study 2;
MacGeorge et al. 2004, Study 3) find that high expressives
evaluate HPC messages more positively, and LPC messages
more negatively, than low expressives. Collectively, these
results suggest the following hypotheses:

H5: Women will exhibit higher levels of expressive
orientation than will men.

H6: Men will exhibit higher levels of instrumental
orientation than will women.

H7: Individual differences in expressive and instrumental
orientations will mediate the effects of recipient
gender on (a) the extent of elaboration about
supportive situations and (b) the extent of discrimi-
nation between LPC and HPC messages with regard
to their helpfulness.

Apparently, no previous research has examined whether
(a) ability and motivational factors collectively mediate the
effects of recipient gender on responses to support
situations and messages, and if so, whether (b) ability or
motivation is the stronger mediator. Thus, we asked:

RQ1: Do cognitive complexity, expressive orientation,
and instrumental orientation each uniquely contrib-
ute to mediating the effect of recipient gender on (a)
the extent of elaboration about supportive situations
and (b) the extent of discrimination between LPC
and HPC messages?

RQ2: Are gender differences in (a) the extent of elabora-
tion about supportive situations and (b) the extent of
discrimination between LPC and HPC messages
mediated to a significantly greater extent by
individual differences in the ability to process (i.e.,
cognitive complexity) than the motivation to pro-
cess (i.e., expressiveness and instrumentality)?

To assess the hypotheses (H4, H7) and research
questions (RQ1, RQ2) pertaining to the mediation of
gender differences, we utilized bootstrapping procedures
developed by Preacher and Hayes (2004; 2008a). Like
Sobel’s (1982) procedures for evaluating mediation, boot-
strapping provides a specific assessment of whether the
causal path linking X (gender) to Y (extent of situation
elaboration and message discrimination) through M (cog-
nitive complexity, expressive orientation, and instrumental
orientation) is nonzero and in the direction expected. More
widely-used approaches to assessing mediation, such as
Baron and Kenny’s (1986) causal steps approach, “obliges
the researcher to infer the presence and extent of
mediation from a pattern of hypothesis tests, none of
which directly addresses the hypothesis of interest”
(Preacher and Hayes 2008b, p. 20, emphasis added).
Moreover, because the causal steps approach does not

provide a specific assessment of the size of the indirect
effect of X on Y, there is no way to evaluate the statistical
significance of the indirect effect (see MacKinnon 2008).
In contrast, bootstrapping provides both a point estimate
of the indirect effect and confidence intervals for that
effect from which statistical significance can be inferred,
and thus provides tools for directly testing H4 and H7.
The bootstrapping procedure also permits the simulta-
neous assessment of the statistical significance of multiple
mediators, thereby providing a method for answering
RQ1, and further provides contrasts that compare the
magnitudes of the mediating effects for pairs of potential
mediators; these contrasts provide the means for answer-
ing RQ2. In addition, bootstrapping has the advantage of
making no assumptions about the shape of the sampling
distribution of the indirect (mediating) effect; rather, these
distributions are estimated empirically through resampling
procedures (Preacher and Hayes 2008b). Simulation
studies (MacKinnonet al. 2004) indicate that bootstrap-
ping procedures generate more accurate Type I error rates
and have greater power for detecting indirect effects than
alternative procedures.

We examined our hypotheses and research questions in
two studies. Study 1 is a prospective investigation of
everyday comforting contexts that asked US college
participants to indicate how they would respond to
supportive messages intended to help them cope with one
of several common sources of emotional upset. Study 2 is a
retrospective investigation of a bereavement context that
asked US college participants to indicate how they
responded to grief management messages intended to help
them cope with the recent death of a member of their social
network.

Study 1

Substantial evidence indicates that the minor and moderate
hassles, disappointments, and hurts people routinely expe-
rience are major determinants of mood and psychological
well-being (e.g., DeLongis et al. 1982; Eckenrode 1984).
These findings have motivated research on the comforting
strategies that individuals use to reduce the distress others
experience from everyday hurts (Barbee and Cunningham
1995; Burleson 2003). One popular research paradigm for
investigating people’s responses to different comforting
messages involves having participants read about realistic,
but hypothetical everyday stressors and then evaluate
different comforting messages relevant to these stressors
for their perceived helpfulness. This “message perception
paradigm” (Burleson and MacGeorge 2002) has been
successfully employed in studies that have examined a
broad range of research questions, including gender differ-
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ences in responses to diverse comforting messages (see
Burleson and Kunkel 2006). Because college students
routinely encounter a broad range of stressors (Murphy
and Archer 1996) and frequently are the recipients of
comforting efforts by friends (Samter 2003), Study 1 had
US college students imagine experiencing one of several
stressors typically faced by young adults; they then
evaluated the helpfulness of several different comforting
messages that varied in degree of person centeredness.

Method

Participants

Participants included 318 college students (116 men and
202 women) attending a large Midwestern university
(75.9% white, 73.5% upperclassman, mean age=20 years,
2 months). Most were majoring in liberal arts, consumer
and family sciences, or education (59.8%) with science,
engineering, technology and agriculture majors represent-
ing 28.7%, business majors representing 7.6%, and health
and sciences and veterinary medicine majors representing
less than 1%.

Procedure and Instrumentation

Message evaluation Participants were asked to read one of
12 scenarios and imagine that they were actually experi-
encing it; the scenarios consisted of 6 problem situations
that are common sources of everyday emotional upset for
college students (academic disappointments, dating prob-
lems, roommate issues, financial aid loss, job-related
problems, and parking fines). Multiple situations were
employed to enhance generalizability. Each of the 6
situations was manipulated to create a mildly severe
scenario (e.g., receiving a $20 parking ticket) and a
moderately severe scenario (e.g., getting one’s car booted
and having to pay $350 in fines and fees to get the car
released); the problem severity manipulation plays no role
in the current study and, hence, will not be discussed
further. The six situations employed in the current study
were selected from a larger pool of situations based on pilot
data indicating their realism and relevance to the population
examined. In the current study, participants rated the
scenario to which they responded on two 5-point semantic
differential items (realistic – unrealistic, believable –
unbelievable); these two items formed a reliable scale
tapping perceived realism of the situation, r=.70. The mean
realism ratings for the six situations ranged from 3.88 to
4.13, indicating moderately high realism, and perceived
realism did not vary significantly as a function of situation,
F (5, 306)=.51, p>.75, participant gender, F (1, 306)=.44

p>.50, or the interaction between situation and gender, F
(1, 306)=.26, p>.90.

After reading the scenario to which they had been
randomly assigned, participants were asked to imagine they
ran into a peer helper (either a male or female acquaintance)
with whom they discussed the upsetting situation; they
subsequently read six different messages that this helper
might use “to make you feel better.” The messages varied in
level of person-centeredness (2 instances each of low,
moderate, and high). For example, one of the LPC
messages used with the dating problem situation stated,
“Look, nobody is worth getting so worked up about. I
mean, it’s just not that big a deal. You have other things to
worry about. Face the fact that worrying isn’t worth your
trouble and stop being so depressed about the whole thing”;
one of the HPC messages for this situation stated, “Well, I
understand that you feel down right now. You have every
right to feel upset. I mean, disagreeing with someone you
care about is always hard. I sure hope that you two will
work it out.” Detailed descriptions of the full set of
messages and the 12 experimental situations to which they
pertain are available from the first author on request.
Participants rated each message on four, 5-point bipolar
scales to assess perceived message helpfulness (helpful–
unhelpful, appropriate–inappropriate, sensitive–insensitive,
and effective–ineffective); higher scores indicate more
positive message evaluations. Across message instances
and problem situations, helpfulness ratings exhibited good
internal consistency for each level of person centeredness:
for LPC messages, average α=.87; for MPC messages,
average α=.84; and for HPC messages, average α=.79.

Preliminary analyses indicated no gender differences in
evaluations of MPC messages; hence evaluations of these
messages were eliminated from future analyses (details of
these analyses are available on request from the first
author). Preliminary analyses also indicated, as expected,
that women evaluated HPC messages as more helpful than
did men, t (316)=2.31, p<.02, r2= .02, and further
evaluated LPC messages as less helpful than did men, t
(316)=4.48, p<.001, r2=.06 (see means and standard
deviations in Table 1). To generate a single score for
discrimination between LPC and HPC messages in terms of
helpfulness, we created a message quality discrimination
index by subtracting mean LPC message evaluations from
mean HPC message evaluations. The resulting score could
range from −4.0 to +4.0; actual scores ranged from −1.88
to 4.0, with M=1.80, SD=1.08, skewness=−.46, and
kurtosis=−.08. Only 6.4% of participants had scores
below zero; these few individuals evaluated LPC messages
more favorably than HPC messages. Scores in excess of 0,
obtained by 93.6% of participants, indicated that HPC
messages were evaluated more positively than LPC
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messages; the higher the score, the greater the discrimina-
tion between HPC and LPC messages.

Participants also completed questionnaires assessing (a)
cognitive complexity, (b) the extent of elaboration (amount
of thought) about the supportive scenario they read, (c)
expressive and instrumental orientations, (d) demographic
variables (i.e., participant age, gender, ethnicity, class rank,
and academic major), and (e) several other constructs
unrelated to the present study.

Interpersonal cognitive complexity Before receiving the
problem scenario, participants completed a standard, two-
role version of Crockett’s (1965) Role Category Question-
naire (RCQ) to assess their levels of interpersonal cognitive
complexity; extensive research supports the reliability and
validity of this measure (see review by Burleson and
Waltman 1988). The RCQ asks participants to describe, in
writing, two peers well known to them, one of whom they

like and one whom they dislike; instructions encourage
description of psychological or personality characteristics.
The peer descriptions were scored for the number of
interpersonal constructs they contained (i.e., construct
system differentiation) according to standard procedures
(Burleson and Waltman 1988). The number of constructs in
both peer descriptions was summed to form the index of
cognitive complexity. Coding reliability was assessed by
having three independent judges (graduate students at a
Midwestern university) each score 75 of the RCQs; these
judges had been trained by an experienced coder following
the scoring procedures detailed by Burleson and Waltman
(1988). Inter-rater reliabilities, as assessed by intraclass
correlation, ranged from .94 to .98 for pairs of the three
coders.

Extent of elaboration about the support situation The
thought listing procedure developed by Cacioppo and Petty
(1981) was employed to assess the extent to which
participants elaborated (thought about) the problem scenar-
io they read. Immediately after reading the problem
scenario (but before evaluating the helper’s comforting
messages), participants were given 2 ½ minutes to list
everything they “were thinking about while reading the
problem situation.” Elaboration extent was assessed at this
point in the protocol because it would have been imprac-
tical to assess it after each of the six messages that
participants evaluated. Participants were encouraged to list
all the thoughts they had when they finished reading the
problem scenario, including positive, negative, and irrele-
vant ideas; they entered their thoughts into “12, 8-inch
horizontal lines, each about 1 inch (2.54 cm) from the one
above it” (Cacioppo and Petty 1981, p. 318). Three coders,
blind to all hypotheses, coded the number of relevant
thoughts listed by participants. These judges, also graduate
students at a large Midwestern university, had been trained
in thought unit coding by an experienced coder following
the procedures detailed by Cacioppo and Petty (1981). A
thought unit was defined as one stated idea, whether
grammatically correct or not. Relevant thoughts were
defined as those units directly related to the problem
situation and the experience of that situation. The average
inter-rater reliability for number of relevant thoughts, as
assessed by intraclass correlation, was r=.90. The distribu-
tion for number of relevant thoughts was approximately
normal (skew=.78; kurtosis=.87).

Expressive and instrumental orientations Participants com-
pleted the short form of the Personal Attributes Question-
naire (PAQ), developed by Spence and Helmreich (1978) to
provide assessments of self-perceived expressive and
instrumental orientations. Eight 5-point semantic differen-

Table 1 Means and standard deviations by participant gender for
variables in the studies.

Variable Study 1 Study 2

Men Women Men Women
N=116 N=202 N=34 N=69

Cognitive 18.41 23.43 19.01 26.84

Complexity (6.60) (9.14) (7.96) (8.40)

Expressive 3.69 4.05 3.67 4.04

Orientation (.57) (.53) (.58) (.49)

Instrumental 3.79 3.59 3.72 3.56

Orientation (.57) (.57) (.58) (.55)

Situation 5.43 6.17 5.35 6.68

Elaboration (2.31) (2.55) (2.56) (2.75)

LPC Message 2.43 2.02 2.02 1.71

Evaluation (.80) (.78) (.53) (.44)

HPC Message 3.87 4.04 3.46 3.71

Evaluation (.61) (.59) (.49) (.45)

Message Quality 1.45 2.02 1.44 2.00

Discrimination Index (1.12) (1.01) (.85) (.65)

Note: In both studies, means for men and women differed
significantly (p<.05) for all variables, with the exception of
instrumental orientation in Study 2, where there was no significant
difference. LPC = Low Person-Centered and HPC = Highly Person-
Centered. Coefficients in parentheses are standard deviations. Scores
for cognitive complexity ranged from 3–58; scores for situation
elaboration ranged from 1–15. Expressive and instrumental orienta-
tions were scored on 5-point scales with 1= low and 5=high.
Evaluations of LPC and HPC messages were made on 5-point scales
with 1 = unhelpful and 5 = helpful in Study 1 and 1 = very harmful
and 5 = very helpful in Study 2. Message quality discrimination is a
difference score produced by subtracting mean LPC message evalua-
tions from mean HPC message evaluations
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tial scales (α=.78; item—to-total correlations ranged from
.40 to .55) were used to assess expressiveness (e.g., “not at
all emotional – very emotional”) and another eight 5-point
scales (α=.71; item —to-total correlations ranged from .31
to .52) were used to assess instrumentality (e.g., “very
passive – very active”); participants indicated the points on
the scales best describing themselves.

Results and Brief Discussion

Tests for Gender Differences in the Dependent Variables
and Proposed Mediators

Table 1 reports the means and standard deviations for the
variables included in the study and Table 2 reports the
intercorrelations among these variables. We predicted that
there would be significant gender differences in both the
dependent variables (extent of situation elaboration and
message discrimination) and the proposed mediators (cog-
nitive complexity, expressive orientation, and instrumental
orientation). To assess these hypotheses, we initially
conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
that evaluated the effects of gender on this set of five
variables. The MANOVA confirmed a significant gender
difference in the set of five variables, Wilks’ Λ=.795, F (7,
309)=11.40, p<.001. Point-biserial correlations were
employed to evaluate gender differences for each of the
mediators and dependent variables; because we dummy
coded gender as 0=male, 1=female; significant positive
correlations involving gender indicate that women scored

higher on the test variable than did men, whereas
significant negative correlations indicate that men scored
higher on the test variable than did women. With N=318
and α=.05, power to detect a significant correlation was .56
for small effects (r=.10), and in excess of .99 for both
medium effects (r=.30) and large effects (r=.50).

H1 predicted that women would think more exten-
sively about the support situation than would men, and
a significant positive correlation between gender and
extent of situation elaboration confirmed this hypothesis,
r=.13, p<.05. H2 predicted that women would discrimi-
nate more sharply than men among better and worse
comforting messages, and this hypotheses was confirmed
by a positive correlation between gender and message
quality discrimination, r=.25, p<.01. With regard to the
proposed mediators, H3 predicted that women would
exhibit higher levels of interpersonal cognitive complexity
than would men. Consistent with this prediction, there was
a significant positive correlation between gender and
cognitive complexity, r=.28, p<.01. Women were also
significantly more expressive than men, r=.30, p<.001,
confirming H5. In contrast, men were significantly more
instrumental than women, r=−.17, p<.05, confirming H6.

Assessments of Mediation

H4 and H7, as well as RQ1 and RQ2, pertain to the
mediating effects of cognitive complexity, expressive
orientation, and instrumental orientation for gender differ-
ences in (a) extent of elaboration about the support situation
and (b) extent of discrimination between LPC and HPC

Table 2 Intercorrelations among the variables in the studies.

Variables Participant Cognitive Expressive Instrumental Situation Message Quality
Gender Complexity Orientation Orientation Elaboration Discrimination Index

Participant

Gender **** .41*** .31** -.13 .23* .34**

Cognitive

Complexity .28*** **** .14 .07 .36** .44**

Expressive

Orientation .30*** .08 **** -.04 .02 .39**

Instrumental

Orientation -.17** -.09 -.03 **** .15 -.04

Situation

Elaboration .14* .25** .08 .04 **** .22*

Message Quality

Discrimination Index .25** .22** .28** -.03 .09+ ****

Note: Coefficients below the diagonal are from Study 1 (N=318); those above the diagonal are from Study 2 (N=103). + p<.10, * p<.05,
** p<.01, *** p<.001. Gender of participant was coded men=0, women=1
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messages with regard to their perceived helpfulness. The
results of our bootstrapping tests of the multiple
mediator models are summarized in Table 3; one
analysis focused on extent of elaboration about the
support situation while the other analysis focused on the
extent of discrimination between LPC and HPC messages.
The unstandardized regression coefficients reported in
Table 3 are based on 1,000 resamples from our sample of
318; the statistical significance of the coefficients was
determined from confidence intervals generated by the
bootstrapping procedure (Preacher and Hayes 2008a,
2008b). Table 3 also reports estimates for effect magni-
tudes using the proportion of the total effect index
proposed by MacKinnon and Dwyer (1993). With N=
318 and α=.05, power of these analyses to detect
significant mediation was .71 for small effects (f2=.02),
and in excess of .99 for medium effects (f2=.15) and large
effects (f2=.35).

H4a predicted that cognitive complexity would mediate
the effect of gender on extent of elaboration about the
support situation; confirming this hypothesis, the coeffi-
cient for the indirect effect of gender through cognitive
complexity was significant, z=2.84, p<.01, and mediated
just under half the variance in extent of elaboration (see
Table 3). H7a predicted that expressive and instrumental
orientations would mediate the effect of gender on extent of
elaboration about the support situation; however, neither
expressive orientation (z=.60) nor instrumental orientation
(z=1.17) mediated a significant portion of the gender
difference in extent of situation elaboration, disconfirming

H7a. RQ1a, which asked if gender differences in extent of
elaboration would be collectively mediated by cognitive
complexity, expressive orientation, and instrumental orien-
tation, was answered negatively; only cognitive complexity
was a significant mediator. RQ2a asked if the mediators
differed in the magnitude of their mediating effect.
Contrasts indicated that cognitive complexity mediated
significantly more of the gender difference in elaboration
extent than expressive orientation, z=2.01, p<.05, or
instrumental orientation, z=3.01, p<.01; the mediating
effects of the two motivational orientations did not differ
from each other (z=1.14).

H4b predicted that cognitive complexity would
mediate the effect of gender on extent of discrimination
between LPC and HPC messages; confirming this
hypothesis, the coefficient for the indirect effect of
gender through cognitive complexity was significant, z=
3.14, p<.001, and mediated just over one-fifth of the
gender-related variance in extent of discrimination (see
Table 3). H7b predicted that expressive and instrumental
orientations would mediate the effect of gender on
extent of message discrimination; partial support was
observed for this hypothesis. Specifically, the coefficient
for the indirect effect of gender through expressive
orientation was significant, z=3.31, p<.001, and mediat-
ed about one-fourth of the gender-related variance in
message discrimination (see Table 3). However, the indirect
effect of gender through instrumental orientation on message
discrimination was not significant, z=.13. RQ1b, which
asked if gender differences in extent of message discrimina-

Table 3 Summary of bootstrapping tests of the mediating effects of cognitive complexity, expressive orientation, and instrumental orientation for
gender differences in situation elaboration and message discrimination in studies 1 and 2.

Dependent Variables Unstandardized Regression Coefficients

Indirect Effect Associated with

Gender of Participant Overall Cognitive Expressive Instrumental

Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect Complexity Orientation Orientation

Coeff % Coeff % Coeff % Coeff. % Coeff. %

Study 1

Situation Elaboration .742** .416 56.1% .326* 43.9% .335** 45.1% .060 8.1% -.068 9.2%

Message Quality
Discrimination

.570*** .297* 52.1% .273*** 47.9% .120** 21.1% .156** 27.4% -.003 .5%

Study 2

Situation Elaboration 1.323** .782 59.1% .541 40.9% .748* 56.6% -.108 8.2% -.099 7.5%

Message Quality
Discrimination

.553*** .157 28.4% .393*** 71.5% .239** 43.2% .151* 27.3% .003 .5%

Note: Gender of participant was coded men=0, women=1. Percentages (%) refer to percent of the total effect explained by a particular variable
or effect. + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001
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tion would be collectively mediated by cognitive complexity,
expressive orientation, and instrumental orientation, was
answered affirmatively since both cognitive complexity and
expressive orientation made significant independent contri-
butions to the mediation of the gender effect. RQ2b asked if
the proposed mediators differed among themselves in the
magnitude of their mediating effect. Contrasts indicated that
cognitive complexity was a significantly stronger mediator of
the gender difference in message discrimination than
instrumental orientation, z=2.67, p<.01, as was expressive
orientation, z=2.91, p<.01; however, cognitive complexity
and expressive orientation did not differ in the magnitude of
their mediating effects, z=.58.

Study 2

Study 2 was conducted in an effort to replicate the results of
Study 1 with respect to a different context (bereavement vs.
everyday comforting). Bereavement is generally a much
more intense emotional experience than the everyday upsets
examined in Study 1. Recent studies of US college students
and adolescents (Knight et al. 1998; Servaty-Seib and
Burleson 2007) indicate that there are gender differences in
evaluations of grief management strategies. Thus, Study 2
sought to determine whether gender differences in evalua-
tions of grief management messages could be explained in
terms of factors related to the ability and motivation to
process these messages (i.e., cognitive complexity, expres-
sive orientation, instrumental orientation).

In an effort to assess the generality of the findings obtained
in Study 1, Study 2 employed a research design that differed
from that used in Study 1 in several important respects. First,
Study 2 obtained retrospective reports about an actual event
versus the prospective reports about a hypothetical event in
Study 1. Having participants evaluate messages with regard
to a recalled, actual event may generate more ecologically
valid results than having them respond prospectively to a
hypothetical situation (Burleson and MacGeorge 2002).
Further, Study 2 utilized a different set of supportive messages
from those used in Study 1; consistent with its bereavement
context, Study 2 employed sets of grief management
messages rather than everyday comforting messages.

These variations in research context, method, and
messages provide an opportunity to assess the generaliz-
ability of the results obtained in Study 1. The focus of
Study 2 remained on the extent to which ability (cognitive
complexity) and motivational factors (expressive and
instrumental orientations) mediate gender differences in
the extent of situational elaboration and discrimination
between better and worse supportive messages; thus, the
same hypotheses and research questions examined in Study
1 were evaluated in Study 2.

Method

Participants

Participants were 34 male and 69 female college students
attending a large Midwestern university (77.1% white,
mean age=20.3 years) who had experienced a death loss in
the previous two years. College students are appropriate to
examine for responses to grief management strategies since
considerable research indicates that they frequently experi-
ence death losses and benefit from helpful responses to
their grief (Balk 1997, 2001).

Procedure and Instrumentation

Participants attended a data collection session, were initially
asked if they had experienced a death loss within the
previous two years, and if so, whether they were willing to
think about the loss and complete questionnaires regarding
the experience. (If attendees had not experienced a death
loss or were not comfortable thinking about the loss, they
were given the opportunity to participate in an alternative
study.) Participants completed questionnaires providing
assessments of (a) demographic variables (i.e., participant
age, gender, ethnicity, class rank, and academic major), (b)
background factors related to the deceased (e.g., cause of
death, time since death) and the loss (e.g., the degree of
emotional upset experienced as a result of the loss), (c) the
extent of elaboration (amount of thought) engaged in while
answering questions about the decedent and his or her
death, (d) evaluations of the helpfulness of grief manage-
ment messages that varied in person centeredness, (e)
interpersonal cognitive complexity, (f) expressive and
instrumental orientations, and (g) several other constructs
unrelated to the present study.

Interpersonal cognitive complexity Participants initially
completed the standard, two-role version of the RCQ,
which was used to assess interpersonal cognitive complex-
ity (see Study 1 for details about this measure). Coding
reliability was assessed by having three independent judges
each score 75 of the RCQs. Interrater reliabilities, as
assessed by intraclass correlation, ranged from .93 to .99
for pairs of the three coders.

Extent of elaboration about the bereavement situation A
modified version of the Cacioppo and Petty (1981) thought-
listing procedure used in Study 1 to assess the extent of
situation elaboration was employed in Study 2. Participants
completed a Loss Experience Survey (LES) composed of 18
items assessing details surrounding the death and their
bereavement experience. Immediately after completing the
18-item LES, participants were given 2−½ minutes to list
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everything they “were thinking about while completing the
Loss Experience Survey.” Participants were encouraged to
list pleasant, unpleasant, and irrelevant thoughts, and to
“simply list what it was that you were thinking.” When
instructed to begin, participants entered their thoughts into
12, 8-inch horizontal lines, listing one thought per box.
Relevant thoughts, defined as idea units directly related to
the bereavement experience (e.g., “I just thought about the
moment when I found out she had passed”), the deceased
(e.g., “I wish he was still here”), or other aspects of the
relationship between the deceased and the bereaved (e.g.,
“We were really close”) were coded by one of three coders.
High interrater reliability was obtained for this scoring,
89.8%. The number of relevant thoughts about the
bereavement experience served as the measure of the extent
of elaboration about the bereavement situation; the distri-
bution for this measure was approximately normal (skew=.71,
kurtosis=.92).

Evaluation of grief management messages Participants next
responded to a modified version of Marwit and Carusa’s
(1998) Support-Intended Statements Scale (SISS) to obtain
their evaluations of grief management messages to which
they may have been exposed. The version of the SISS
employed in the present study consisted of 64 items that
described brief grief management messages; these messages
are described in detail elsewhere (Rack et al. 2008).
Participants rated each message for helpfulness on a 5-
point scale (1=very harmful to 5=very helpful, with the
mid-point of 3=neither). The 64 items were written to
represent 16 support strategies, with 4 items instantiating
each strategy (additional details about this instrument are
available from the first author on request). Internal
consistency analyses were performed for each of the 16
sets of four items; after deleting one item from the “advice”
set, internal consistencies ranged from .70 to .92, and
averaged .80 across the 16 strategies. Scores for the items
for each strategy were averaged to generate a mean
helpfulness rating for each strategy. Subsequently, each of
the 16 strategies was coded for its degree of person
centeredness. Two coders were provided with the four
(unlabeled) items representing each strategy and were
instructed to identify the level of person centeredness
exhibited by the strategy. The coders (advanced graduate
students trained by the senior author) used the 9-level
hierarchy of comforting messages developed by Applegate
(1980; Rack et al. 2008), which consists of three major
levels with three sublevels within each major level. Inter-
coder reliability was assessed by computing the intraclass
correlation coefficient between the strategy ratings by the
two coders; this index of coding reliability was .92, p<.001.
Prior to analysis, disagreements were resolved by consen-
sus. Coding indicated that the SISS included 4 highly

person-centered (HPC) strategies, 10 moderately person-
centered (MPC) strategies, and 2 low person centered
(LPC) strategies. As in Study 1, preliminary analyses
indicated no gender differences in evaluations of MPC
messages; hence evaluations of these messages were
eliminated from future analyses (details of these analyses
are available on request from the first author). Preliminary
analyses also indicated, as expected, that women evaluated
HPC messages as more helpful than did men, t (101)=2.59,
p<.02, r2=.07, and further evaluated LPC messages as less
helpful than did men, t (101)=3.04, p<.003, r2=.09 (see
means and standard deviations in Table 1). To generate a
single score reflecting the extent to which participants
discriminated between LPC and HPC grief management
messages, we created a message quality discrimination
index by subtracting mean LPC message evaluations from
mean HPC message evaluations. The resulting scores ranged
from −1.13 to 3.19, withM=1.82, SD=.76, skewness=−1.35,
and kurtosis=3.32. Only 3.8% of participants had scores
below zero; these few individuals evaluated LPC messages
more favorably than HPC messages. Scores in excess of 0,
obtained by 96.2% of participants, indicated that HPC
messages were evaluated more positively than LPC mes-
sages; the higher the score, the greater the discrimination
between HPC and LPC messages.

Expressive and instrumental orientations Similar to Study
1, participants responded to the short form of Spence and
Helmreich’s (1978) PAQ to provide assessments of expres-
sive and instrumental motivational orientations. Acceptable
reliabilities were obtained for the 8 expressive items
(α=.80, item-to-total correlations ranged from .24 to .67)
and the 8 instrumental items (α=.76 item-to-total correla-
tions ranged from .29 to .59).

Results and Brief Discussion

Tests for Gender Differences in the Dependent Variables
and Proposed Mediators

Table 1 reports the means and standard deviations for the
variables included in the study, and Table 2 reports the
intercorrelations among these variables. As in Study 1, in
Study 2 we predicted that there would be statistically
significant gender differences in both the dependent variables
(extent of situation elaboration and message discrimination)
and the proposed mediators (cognitive complexity, expres-
sive orientation, and instrumental orientation). To assess
these hypotheses, we initially conducted a MANOVA that
evaluated the effects of gender on this set of five variables.
The MANOVAyielded a significant effect for gender, Wilks’
Λ=.727, F (7, 94)=5.04, p<.001. Point biserial correlations
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were employed to evaluate these predictions. Again, because
we dummy coded gender as 0=male, 1=female, significant
positive correlations indicate that women scored higher on the
test variable than did men, whereas significant negative
correlations indicate that men scored higher on the test
variable than did women. With N=103 and α=.05, power
was .26 for small effects (r=.10), .94 for medium effects
(r=.30), and in excess of .99 for large effects (r=.50).

H1 predicted that women would elaborate more extensive-
ly about the bereavement situation than would men. A
significant positive correlation between gender and extent of
situation elaboration confirmed this hypothesis, r=.23, p<.05.
H2 predicted that women would discriminate more sharply
among better and worse grief management messages than
would men. This hypotheses was confirmed by a significant
positive correlation between gender and message quality
discrimination, r=.34, p<.01. With regard to the mediators,
H3 predicted that women would exhibit greater interpersonal
cognitive complexity than would men. A significant positive
correlation between gender and cognitive complexity, r=.41,
p<.01, confirmed this prediction. Women were also signif-
icantly more expressive than men, r=.31, p<.01, confirming
H5. However, contrary to H6, men were not significantly
more instrumental than women, r=−.13, p>.15.

Assessments of Mediation

As in Study 1, we used bootstrapping procedures to evaluate
H4 and H7, as well as RQ1 and RQ2, which pertained to the
mediating effects of cognitive complexity, expressive orien-
tation, and instrumental orientation for gender differences in
(a) extent of elaboration about the support situation and (b)
extent of discrimination between LPC and HPC messages
with regard to their perceived helpfulness. Results of the
analyses are summarized in Table 3; the coefficients are based
on 1,000 resamples from our sample of 103. With N=103
and α=.05, power was .30 for small effects (f2=.02), .97 for
medium effects (f2=.15), and in excess of .99 for large
effects (f2=.35).

H4a predicted that cognitive complexity would mediate the
effect of gender on extent of elaboration about the support
situation; confirming this hypothesis, the coefficient for the
indirect effect of gender through cognitive complexity was
significant, z=2.47, p<.05, and mediated just over half the
variance in extent of elaboration (see Table 3). H7a predicted
that expressive and instrumental orientations would mediate
the effect of gender on extent of elaboration about the support
situation; however, neither expressive orientation (z=.50) nor
instrumental orientation (z=.93) mediated a significant
portion of the gender difference in extent of situation
elaboration, disconfirming H7a. RQ1a, which asked if gender
differences in extent of elaboration would be collectively
mediated by cognitive complexity, expressive orientation, and

instrumental orientation, was answered negatively since only
cognitive complexity was a significant mediator. RQ2a asked
if the proposed mediators differed among themselves in the
magnitude of their mediating effect. Contrasts indicated that
cognitive complexity mediated significantly more of the
gender difference in elaboration extent than either expressive
orientation, z=2.27, p<.05, or instrumental orientation, z=
2.69, p<.01; the mediating effects of the two motivational
orientations did not differ, z=.06.

H4b predicted that cognitive complexity would mediate
the effect of gender on extent of discrimination between
LPC and HPC messages; confirming this hypothesis, the
coefficient for the indirect effect of gender through
cognitive complexity was significant, z=3.22, p<.001,
and mediated just over two-fifths of the gender-related
variance in extent of discrimination (see Table 3). H7b
predicted that expressive and instrumental orientations
would mediate the effect of gender on extent of message
discrimination; partial support was observed for this
hypothesis. Specifically, the coefficient for the indirect
effect of gender through expressive orientation was signif-
icant, z=2.04, p<.05, and mediated about one-fourth of the
gender-related variance in message discrimination (see
Table 3). However, the indirect effect of gender through
instrumental orientation on message discrimination was
not significant, z=.18. RQ1b, which asked if gender
differences in extent of message discrimination would be
collectively mediated by cognitive complexity, expressive
orientation, and instrumental orientation, was answered
affirmatively since both cognitive complexity and expres-
sive orientation made significant independent contribu-
tions to the mediation of the gender effect. RQ2b asked if
the mediators differed among themselves in the magnitude
of their mediating effect. Contrasts indicated that cogni-
tive complexity was a significantly stronger mediator of
the gender difference in message discrimination than
instrumental orientation, z=3.12, p<.001, as was expres-
sive orientation, z=1.99, p<.05; however, cognitive
complexity and expressive orientation did not differ in
their mediating effects, z=.93.

General Discussion

Gender Differences in Supportive Message Processing

Gender differences in responses to supportive messages are
common, and a detailed understanding of these differences
holds the promise of adding meaningfully to the theory and
practice of supportive communication. Unfortunately, most
explanations of these gender differences are highly frag-
mentary or lack empirical support. Thus, the studies
reported in this paper sought to evaluate an integrative
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account of these gender differences that was derived from a
recently proposed dual-process theory of supportive com-
munication outcomes (Bodie and Burleson 2008). The
results of our two studies provide some initial support for
the dual-process analysis of gender differences, but also
leave several important questions unanswered.

Our two studies confirmed that there are modest, but
reliable gender differences in the processing (i.e., elabora-
tion) of supportive situations and responses to supportive
messages. Replicating a pattern detected by several previ-
ous studies (e.g., Kunkel and Burleson 1999), both of our
studies found that women discriminated more sharply
between LPC and HPC support messages than did men,
responding significantly more favorably than men to HPC
messages and significantly less favorably than men to LPC
messages. Of course, both men and women responded
much more favorably to HPC messages than to LPC
messages, so the significant gender differences observed
in message evaluations should not be overstated. Still, a
stable pattern of gender differences appears to exist (see
review by Burleson and Kunkel 2006), and this pattern
deserves explanation.

Our two studies are the first (as far as we know) to
document gender differences in the extent to which support
situations are processed (i.e., elaborated upon or thought
about) by the recipients of supportive messages. In both of
our studies, women generated significantly more relevant
thoughts about the support situation than did men. This
gender difference appears consistent with other research
suggesting that women display somewhat greater social-
cognitive and socio-emotional development than men (e.g.,
Brackett et al. 2004). If women think more extensively about
the situations they face, they may also think more about the
supportive messages they receive in these situations; this
hypothesis should be examined in future research.

Theoretical Implications: Mediation of Gender Differences

In both of our studies, the gender difference in extent of
elaboration about the support situation was significantly
(and fully) mediated by cognitive complexity, an ability-
related variable. The motivational orientations of expres-
siveness and instrumentality played no role in mediating the
effects of participant gender on situation elaboration. Thus,
women appear to think about supportive situations more
extensively than men because they are more complex social
perceivers; that is, they have a somewhat greater ability to
process and utilize social information than do men
(Burleson and Caplan 1998), and this leads them to process
supportive situations more deeply.

Cognitive complexity also played a substantial role in
mediating gender differences in evaluations of supportive
messages. In our study of everyday emotional upsets (Study

1), cognitive complexity was a significant mediator of
gender differences in discrimination between LPC and HPC
comforting messages; cognitive complexity also mediated
gender differences in message quality discrimination in our
study of grief management (Study 2). Collectively, these
findings help explain the well-established gender difference
in message evaluations in which women respond less
favorably than men to LPC messages and more favorably
than men to HPC messages. That is, women discriminate
more sharply than do men among supportive messages that
vary in their person-centered quality, and they do so, in part,
because they are more cognitively complex. These findings
extend previous research showing that persons high in
cognitive complexity get more out of sophisticated messages
in both comforting contexts (e.g., Samter et al. 1989) and
social influence contexts (e.g., O’Keefe and McCornack
1987). From the perspective of Bodie and Burleson’s (2008)
dual-process theory of supportive message outcomes, wom-
en discriminate more sharply among messages that vary in
person centeredness because they have a greater ability than
men to process these messages extensively.

Individual differences in motivational orientation also
helped mediate gender differences in evaluative responses
to supportive messages. Specifically, both of our studies
found that expressive orientation mediated gender differ-
ences in discrimination between LPC and HPC supportive
messages. Consistent with much other research (see review
by Spence and Buckner 1995), we found that women were
significantly more expressive than men; thus, women also
appear to discriminate more sharply than men among
supportive messages because they are more motivated to
attend to and process these messages as a function of their
greater expressive orientation.

In both of our studies, cognitive complexity and expressive
orientation did not significantly differ in the magnitude of
their mediating effects for gender differences in message
discrimination. So, both ability (cognitive complexity) and
motivation (expressive orientation) contribute to women’s
more intensive scrutiny of supportive messages, with these
ability and motivational factors doing so to a roughly
equivalent degree. Thus, rather than resulting from either
greater ability or greater motivation (MacGeorge, Gillihan
et al. 2003), women’s deeper processing of supportive
messages appears to result from having both greater ability
and greater motivation than men. These results underscore
that future theory and research addressing gender differences
in social support, as well as other domains of communica-
tion, should examine how both ability and motivational
factors influence the production, processing, and outcomes
of messages.

In our examination of responses to comforting messages
addressing everyday stressors (Study 1), gender differences
in discrimination between HPC and LPC comforting
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messages were only partially mediated by cognitive
complexity and expressive orientation. However, in Study
2, cognitive complexity and expressive orientation com-
bined to fully mediate gender differences in discrimination
between HPC and LPC grief management messages (see
Table 3). Moreover, cognitive complexity fully mediated
gender differences in extent of elaboration about the
support situation in both of our studies. Of course, any
number of other factors may contribute to mediating gender
differences in elaborating support situations and responding
to supportive messages, and future research may seek to
identify such mediators. The findings of our two studies
suggest, however, that gender differences in situation
elaboration and message discrimination can be explained
quite parsimoniously in terms of cognitive complexity and
expressive orientation.

Based on previous research findings, we anticipated that
the motivational factor of instrumental orientation would
contribute to the mediation of gender differences in
situation elaboration and message discrimination. However,
gender differences in instrumental orientation were small
(explaining only 3% of the variance in Study 1) and unreliable
(not significant in Study 2). Perhaps this motivational
orientation is less linked to gender now than it was 30 years
ago (Spence and Helmreich 1978); responses to the PAQ by
our samples of women indicated that they were quite goal-
focused and instrumental (albeit still more expressively
oriented than instrumentally oriented). Although instrumen-
tal orientation may contribute to the processing and out-
comes of supportive messages, it is apparently no longer a
strongly gender-linked individual difference.

Pragmatic Implications and Future Directions

Beyond their theoretical implications, our results have
important practical implications. Specifically, these results
suggest that educational and training efforts directed at
enhancing people’s sensitivity to supportive communication
should focus on developing both processing abilities and
motivations. In recent years, several training efforts have
been developed for enhancing cognitive complexity (e.g.,
Medvene et al. 2006). Other research (e.g., Asher and Rose
1997) suggests the possibility of enhancing an expressive
motivational orientation. Communication educators and
other trainers interested in promoting sensitivity to support-
ive situations and messages might thus consider incorpo-
rating efforts to develop cognitive complexity and
expressivity into their curricula. Such training efforts also
can make an important contribution to theory and research
by providing an excellent laboratory for assessing the
effects of experimentally manipulated levels of ability and
motivation on supportive message processing and outcomes
(Gottlieb 2000).

Although the results of the two studies reported here are
clear and consistent in key respects, they leave several
important questions unanswered. For example, do the
mediating factors of cognitive complexity and expressivity
operate consistently in all (or most) support situations, or
are they relevant in only a certain class of situations? Our
two studies examined both everyday upsets and bereave-
ments experienced by college students, but there are a
variety of other support situations and populations that
might be examined in future studies. Also, both of our
studies relied on survey (questionnaire) methods and
measures; Study 1 did so prospectively (asking participants
to project themselves into a future situation), whereas Study
2 did so retrospectively (asking participants to recall an
actual past situation). Future research should examine how
participant gender and mediating variables influence mes-
sage processing and outcomes in circumstances where
people actually experience emotional upset and receive
direct support. Research by Jones (e.g., 2004) demonstrates
that it is possible to conduct such studies both ethically and
effectively.

Clearly, men are not incapable of or indifferent to
processing supportive messages; however, our analyses
suggest that women, on average, more extensively process
support situations and messages than do men, and they do
so, at least in part, because they have both somewhat higher
levels of interpersonal cognitive complexity and expressive
orientations than men. As a group, women thus know
somewhat more about the social world and feel more
deeply about it than do men, and this gives them both
greater ability and motivation to elaborate on stressful
situations more extensively and discriminate among better
and worse supportive messages more sharply, possibly
getting more out of these messages, especially when they
contain sophisticated content.
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